
Wildcats open Sunbelt League play with victory over Titans:  
 

Paloma Valley:              15-12-12-20=59 (6-8 Overall, 1-0 Sunbelt League) 
Notre Dame/Riverside:  13-7-10-13=43   (1-6 Overall, 0-1 Sunbelt League) 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Menifee, CA 
 
With every realignment period in the CIF-SS new programs get the opportunity to shine. One 
such program looking for their first league title in 21 years is the Paloma Valley girls basketball 
team. Standing in the way of a league opening night victory was an determined Notre 
Dame/Riverside squad who had fallen by 13 points just 72 hours earlier. On Tuesday evening 
the Titans hit enough shots to keep themselves around for twenty four minutes but fell 59-43 to 
Paloma Valley in Menifee.  
 
Early in this game sophomore Trinitee Bradley gave Paloma Valley a kickstart with the first 
seven Wildcat points (she'd finish with a team high sixteen). She hit a three pointer from the left 
wing on a baseline out of bounds play, had an offensive rebound/putback, and hit a floater in the 
game's first six minutes. Alyssa Serna had six of her game high nineteen points in the opening 
period but it was seven points between Caitlyn Ybanez (5 including a 3 ptr) and a Hailey Brown 
field goal which kept the Titans trailing by 2 points at 15-13 after a quarter.  
 
Notre Dame took the lead with just over twenty seconds gone in period two off another three 
pointer from Ybanez at 16-15 which would be her last of Tuesday's contest. Another three 
pointer ,this time off the hand of Paloma Valley’s Brianna Willich, made it 22-20 Wildcats with 
2:48 till halftime. Alejandra Espinoza (3 points-2 pt FG and a FT) & Bradley (a layup) combined 
for the final five Wildcat points as their lead grew to seven points at 27-20 after sixteen minutes. 
Whenever Notre Dame goes and watches this footage they'll rue three consecutive missed 
layups (two after Titans had beaten their defenders on backdoor cuts & one off a fastbreak) 
which could've swung the outcome in their favor. 
 
Robechelle Mina had two key third quarter three pointers (Paloma Valley shooters connected on 
7 total) but a late Titans basket as time expired from Kayla Broughton kept the Titans within 9 
points at 39-30 after twenty four minutes of play. Notre Dame's offense was held to three fourth 
quarter field goals as Paloma Valley outscored the Titans 20-13 to win their league opener. It 
would've been the exact same final score as Saturday's contest if not for a late three point play 
just before time expired by Willich.  
 
Wildcats coach Matt Dale saw his team endure a 6-20 overall and 1-9 Sunbelt League 
campaign a season ago but remarked about that experience “Last year was a growing year for 
us. We had a lot of girls who had never before played at the varsity level seeing big minutes and 



had to learn a lot of lessons the hard way. This year it has paid off immensely with a group that 
is now much more secure in the things I'm asking them to do out here.”  
 
Caitlyn Ybanez hit two early three pointers but those were the only shots from deep that Titan 
shooters connected on Tuesday evening. I asked Dale about the defensive gameplan and he 
remarked “Notre Dame has a lot of really capable shooters so I wasn't shocked when they hit a 
couple. Our job tonight was to not let anyone other than #3 (Alyssa Serna) have open looks and 
then make the shots Serna got as difficult as we could. She's a good good player.”  
 
He went on and remarked about the early part of 2018 “I feel like we've struggled a lot of the 
year but to the girls credit I've been on ‘em every day and they've gotten better each day. Deep 
down inside of us we feel like winning the league is a realistic possibility for this group.”  
 
Trinitee Bradley had a team high sixteen points to pace the Wildcats and remarked about their 
defensive effort holding Notre Dame to consecutive 43 point efforts “We just did a better job of 
closing out and accounting for shooters along with stopping the ball earlier in transition.” 
 
When I asked the sophomore about one area of improvement for this Wildcats group moving 
forward she remarked “Definitely finishing our layups. We've missed way way too many and 
that's something we've got to fix if we're to win a title.”  
 
Paloma Valley will be at Orange Vista on Thursday night. Meanwhile the Titans are on the road 
at Perris  
 
 
Notable Wildcats:  
Trinitee Bradley- 16 points  
Breeann Willich-15 points (Connected on 3-3 point shots all before halftime) 
Alejandra Espinoza-13 points  
 
Notable Titans:  
Alyssa Serna- Game high 19 points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


